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About This Content

New playable character. Play as Predator, the ultimate hunter. Kombat Pack owners get early access and should not purchase
separately.
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UPDATED REVIEW**

There been improvements but given the low cost of the game its worth a buy/try
Please note if your looking for FMLive this is not it, but it's your only consolation.

There have improvements since i purchased in 2016 but I'd still like to see the below improved...

> Clunky & ugly UI

> To many inactive players / 'ghost' leagues

> Lack of content / games

> There is no training system or anything to do inbetween games
  (usually 2 games max daily, some days none)

> Commentry only match engine (very basic/limited text flow)

> Match engine needs improving

> Game lacks detail & depth of info, comparison tools etc

> Player profile page very basic, no profile info, acheivements/awards etc

> Transfer market is poor & needs complete overhaul imo

> No stadium config / upgrades etc

> No skill trees for manager skills / training etc

Final note:
For such a small community you would expect a tightnit community... wrong
unfortunately like most games there are plenty of toxic players & a 'click' :/. This game is still fresh and needs a lot of
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improvements, but still i am waiting for the upcoming updates and hopefully they fix all bugs and errors to this game. More
Power to all of you guys!. This is a very simple but largely satisfying strategy game. I hope the developers continue to improve
and expand on it. I wish that there was just a little more to it. To really hold my attention it needs three simple things... Artillary,
cavalry and officers. The artillary and cavalry would give it that "rock/paper/scissors" aspect so that it's not just a numbers
game... and officers could affect the efficiency of your troops (A Sergeant for instance could add 10% to your troops making a
force of 100 fight like a force of 110, escalatng from there) Generals could be expensive but any officer that survives a battle
could get a field promotion. SOmething like that that could give it a little more strategy.

That being said I really enjoy the game it's a great palette cleanser after a session of EU or TW.. Overall reaction: meh. It's okay
for fifteen minutes or so at a time before you get frustrated\/bored -- the controls are incredibly finnicky and the game doesn't
seem to really advance at all. Nothing gets harder or more complicated, it's just level after level of more of the same. The visuals
are nice, the soundtrack not bad (though the "evil" laughter every fifteen seconds gets obnoxious) but the game itself isn't
much.. I use to really like PlayClaw but now it will not run correctly, it just constantly crashes. When it does work, for all of one
minute the videos are recorded in such low frame that the video basically just jumps around. I have sent the developer multiple
emails with the files that they requested and have not even had a real response from them at all on what the problem is or how to
fix it. I even uninstalled PlayClaw and reinstalled it multiple times and nothing works. Good job guys/girls your product WAS
good now it just sucks. Of course Steam doesn't want to refund it since i bought this a long time ago, when PlayClaw was good,
so now I'm stuck with a $39.99 useless software. Updates are supposed to make your product better not worse. Do not buy this
since the developers do not even care to resolve/fix their own product.. This game is nothing but frustrating in it's current
state....Movements are slow, climbing is a pain. It's got a lot pf growing to do.
. I once punched a mastiff irl and it was way more fun that this. He bit leg.
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This game runs like absolute garbage, and I know it isn't just my computer. I have bought a new computer and it still ran like I
was playing on a potato. 1/10 for graphics.. Ok lets say this game was free. Sure get it play it whatever. now lets say its the price
it is... Burn your money instead. thank god i got this for like 70 cents.. The only way is the tomato way. A brilliantly designed
puzzle game that challenges you to manage your fuel, shield, and your relationship between your motion and the pull of the
various celestial bodies you encounter. It's such a beautiful visual representation of space and everything in it, and boy does it
test your awareness of your environment and the obstacles set before you.. this soundtrack is so beautiful. cried when wish my
life away played lol
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